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CCN pushes for immigration reduction and other goals via:
−
−
−
−

Advocacy
Mobilization of Supporters
Lobbying, and, quite important
Real News provision, to surmount Key MainStream Media Distortions, Spin,
News Manufacturing, and outright News Censorship

Consider the following Real News which all should use to inform and motivate the
Politicians to reduce Mass Immigration.
Two thirds of the Jobs Created in the last four years in the USA have gone to legal and
illegal Immigrants! (www.cis.org)
Legal Immigration is still increasing – Legal Immigrant Admissions increased nearly
28% in September, 2012 compared with September, 2011. (BloombergNews)
And consider that over a decade ago Rice University Economics Professor Don Huddle
calculated that the NET (after subtracting taxes Immigrants pay) fiscal costs of Mass
Immigration were $93 Billion/Year. But today the NET Costs are much, much Higher,
amounting to Hundreds of Billions/Year. The Child Tax Credit Refunds to Illegal Aliens
alone amount to $7 Billion per Year!!
And fully 36% of Immigrant-headed Households use at least one Major Welfare
Program (primarily Food Assistance & Medicaid)! (www.cis.org)
Further, one in every five students in all public schools in the USA is from an immigrantheaded household (www.cis.org). K-12 education and health care expenditures are the
principal fiscal costs associated with mass immigration.
Consider that from January, 2009 to July, 2012:
−
−

Foreign-born employment ROSE by 1.417 million, but
Native-born employment FELL by 1.418 million! (www.cis.org)

Also, 53.6% of U.S. college graduates under the age of 25 are unemployed or
underemployed. Unemployment rates for U.S. STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics) graduates are High as well:
−
−
−
−

Information Systems
Computer Science
Mechanical Engineering
Chemistry

11.7%
7.4%
8.6%
6.6%

(Georgetown Univ. Study, "Hard Times..." 1/4/12)
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And why is the U.S. admitting Millions of Immigrant workers when 1 in 3 young veterans
are unemployed?!
So, with your help CCN will intensify its push to Reduce Mass Immigration!
Mass Immigration is not the only force changing the USA. CCN follows up on Cultural
Carrying Capacity (per Garrett Hardin's 1986 essay) and a CCN focus initiated in 2010,
with the following update.
Cultural Marxism (CM) is having a dramatic negative effect on the USA and other
European-derived nations. Many have adopted self destructive CM-promoted
policies, not only via encouraging Mass Immigration and discrimination against
European-Americans, but also by supplanting Free Speech with Politically Correct
Speech.
Inevitably, National Unity has been fractured by the divisive ethos of CM-promoted
Multiculturalism that encourages self-identification by race or ethnic group.
Important: See CCN's February, 2010 posting "Cultural Marxism – A Threat to the
USA?" at www.carryingcapacity.org. Indeed, while Cultural Marxism "merely" seeks to
impose Politically Correct Speech on Western Nations, Authoritarian Marxism Imposes
Jail Time on "Speech Deviants."
CCN will continue to expose the influence of Cultural Marxism on the USA as for
example in MainStream Media reporting, or lack thereof. Not only do Key MainStream
Media suppress or spin the 'Real News' about Immigration, but also about
discrimination against European-Americans at all levels including job and educational
opportunity and even FBI reporting of crime statistics. For example, EuropeanAmericans have begun to be unconstitutionally charged with, and imprisioned for,
"Hate Crimes' for Merely Symbolic Expression (i.e. Expression NOT coupled with any
threat of Violence). See "'Hate Crimes' Washington's War Against White Working Class
Dissent," Nicholas Stix, vDare.com, 5/26/12.
One Main Trend flowing from Cultural Marxism is Systematic Discrimination against
European-Americans in the U.S. and against European-derived people generally. If the
suppression of Politically Incorrect Speech succeeds, the Losing "categories" are
predictable. Losers-by-design are European-Americans".
CCN intends to continue to expose such Outrages both here and abroad. The Culturally
Marxist-inspired culture that discriminates against European-Americans was a long time
in building and reversal cannot come overnight. Keeping up the pressure and
publicizing these incidents, (which the MSM refuses to do) is a critically important effort.
For so long as it continues, CCN will continue to expose instances of such
discrimination.
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Finally, one of CCN's Policy Initiatives already has Strong Bipartisan Support in
Congress, the move to Audit The Fed. H.R. 459 has passed the House by a Huge
margin: 327-98, with strong support from Left and Right, Democrats and Republicans.
Consider: That the private for-profit Fed policies seem mainly to benefit the Mega-Banks
(some of whom are The Fed's shareholders). Even now – and certainly if extended into
the future – charging Taxpayers "interest" on money that the Fed prints for free greatly
exceeds the USA's Budgetary Carrying Capacity. And coming within the decade if
current trends continue, estimates converge on approximately 25% of the US
government budget going to pay interest on debt.
The essential First Step toward Change is to Audit The Fed.
But, MOST URGENTLY, reducing Mass Immigration will be our top legislative
objective. State law is able to discourage the settlement of illegal aliens. But the legal
immigration of more than 1.5 million annually must be addressed by Congress.
CCN advocates a zero-net immigration Moratorium. Merely advocating reductions in a
few Categories (without simultaneously advocating a Moratorium) is counterproductive
because it facilitates a continuation of Mass Immigration. It sends the "Message" that
Mass Immigration is OK if we just reduce a few Categories. Indeed, one Mass
Immigration Management Group falsely claimed that Comprehensive Immigration
Reform Proponents were pushing only for an Illegal Alien Amnesty. NO! In fact they are
also pushing for greatly increased Legal Immigration.
Supporters should continue to push their elected representatives and Mass Immigration
Management groups to sponsor legislation that enacts such a zero-net Moratorium
which would allow no more than about 150,000 immigrants annually.
Presenting the foregoing facts will help convince our Representatives.
To continue its work, CCN needs your Direct Support NOW. The pressure to pass
'Comprehensive Immigration Reform’ EARLY in 2013 is building!
− Please use the enclosed Business Reply Envelope to make as generous a taxdeductible Donation as you can NOW, and
− Please make sure to enter your Current Email Address on the enclosed envelope as
well, if you wish to receive our emailed Alerts.
Thank you,
Carrying Capacity Network
Mail to | PO Box 457 | San Francisco | CA | 94104-0268 | US
| 1629 K Street, N.W., Suite 300 | Washington | DC | 20006 | US

